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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to identify the level of empowerment of dry-land farmers and develop a model of strategy for empowering them. This study was done in Wonogiri Regency, Central Java Province, Indonesia. The level of empowerment is approached descriptively, while the development of an empowerment strategy uses the Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. The results shows the level of empowerment of dry-land farmers in those area is still low indicated by the power of access to economic (credit, market information, and technology) and non-economic (lobbying and stakeholders) where each value is less than 50% based on the results of the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) and in-depth interviews with keypersons. The empowerment strategy can be carried out by developing production, capital procurement, production technology assistance, and improvement of dry land agroecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION

Indonesia since November 17, 2012 replaced Law Number 7 of 1996 with Law Number 18 of 2012 where the aspects of food sovereignty and independence are included as philosophical foundations. Food sovereignty is the right of the state and nation to independently determine food policies that guarantee the right to food for the people and that provide the right for the community to determine a food system that is in line with the potential of local resources. One of the problems in realizing food sovereignty in Indonesia is that food is always identified with rice, even though the notion of food includes many kinds, such as corn, vegetables, meat, eggs, cassava, soybeans, and fish. However, in its development the rural community is very much dependent on rice (i.e., rice mentality). According to Usman (2004) the rice mentality is actually not accidental and is suddenly not a personal problem (a matter of taste). Rice mentality actually grows and develops together with national agricultural development policy choices that have been focused on meeting rice needs from long generation. This can be seen from the jargon that developed since the early 1960s is self-sufficiency in rice rather than self-sufficiency in food. Therefore, most of the funds and resources have been allocated to programs such as intensification, irrigation networks, and rice field printing.

Food sovereignty that is too dependent on a commodity such as rice will pose a risk that household and national food needs will be fragile. In term of consumption, it has narrowed the spectrum of commodity choices that could otherwise be used for food. Moreover, in term of production, it is also vulnerable because the availability of water for irrigation has been reduced significantly, the rate of conversion of paddy fields to non-paddy fields is very difficult to control, and the ability to expand paddy fields (new construction) is very limited because investment costs are increasingly expensive, budgets are very limited, and land is technically-socio-economically feasible to be used as rice fields is decreasing (Sumaryanto, 2009).

Opportunities for developing dry land-based food agriculture are still widely open, although not all dry-land is suitable for agriculture. Of the total dry-land area available, most of it is in the low-lands and is suitable for agricultural cultivation of food-producing agriculture such as upland rice, corn, soybeans, and peanuts. Abdulrachman, et al. (2007) reported that out of the total dry-land area of 148 million hectares (ha), which is suitable for agricultural cultivation is only around 76.22 million ha (52%), mostly in the lowlands (70.71 million ha or 93%) and the rest is in the highlands, in the lowlands, flat to undulating land (slope <15%) suitable for food crop agriculture covers 23.26 million ha, while in sloping land is 15–30%, more suitable for annual crops (47.45 million ha). In the highlands, land suitable for food crops is only around 2.07 million ha, and for annual crops 3.44 million ha.

On the other hand, the existence of this vast and potential dry-land has not been utilized optimally for the fulfillment of the needs and welfare of rural communities. The trend, the existence of dry land has been marginalized and biased by agricultural development programs that are too focused on irrigated land. Economically, dry land commodities have not been able to provide price guarantees and a decent living to most of the main actors, i.e., farmers. Concentrations of food insecurity and poverty are mostly in rural dry-land households which is caused by relatively less natural carrying capacity, uneven socio-economic infrastructure and institutions that have not yet reached local communities, the relatively low quality of human resources, etc. According to Darsono (2012), 60 percent of poor people in Indonesia are in dry-land villages.

The helplessness of farmers makes it dry-land farmers are always in a weak
position, even not infrequently being exploited by other economic actors who have a stronger position because they control more assets. This is because they strive and struggle alone with existing capabilities. In fact, it is not uncommon for unfair competition among peasants. In essence, the helplessness of farmers is not only due to weak control of capital (resource assets), but also because of weak and malfunctioning institutions.

In Indonesia, government attention to empowerment programs began in the 1970s until now, both by departments and between departments, such as the Joint Business Group (KUBE) in 1988 and the People's Welfare Savings/Credit Program (Takesra/Kukesra) in 1995. The program later became an inspiration for the implementation of the Inpres Desa Tertinggal (IDT) programs, the District Development Project (Proyek Pengembangan Kecamatan/PPK) in 1998 and many more such as the government program Direct Cash Assistance (Bantuan Langsung Tunai/BLT), cheap rice (beras miskin/raskin), and so on. In its development, there is empowerment based program labeled the National Community Empowerment Program (Program Nasional Pemberdayaan Masyarakat/PNPM) in which 21 ministries/institutions were involved. In 2009 the PNPM project reached almost 5.720 sub-districts in Indonesia.

Various research results that examine the implementation of these community empowerment programs, report the success and also the failure of these programs (Indraningsih, et al., 2015; Syukri, et al., 2014; Muchtar, 2007; Mulder, 2008). However, a serious problem is that the farming community still does not feel the ownership of these empowerment programs, so that many programs are only the lifetime of the project and end without significant impact on people's lives. Various criticisms were addressed to the coercive empowerment program.

Development programs are increasingly difficult to reach smallholder farmers in large numbers due to lack of appreciation of local initiatives (Anantanyu, 2011); not prioritizing participation and dialogue, and the weak ability of government officials (Amien, 2005). Moreover, The organizational structure was built first, but not followed by the development of its cultural aspects.

Mardikato (2012) observed that the practice of implementing community empowerment is often far from the concept. Empowerment is becoming more "deceptive" where efforts to develop community independence are actually more likely to preserve community dependence on various forms of aid, soft loans, revolving capital, and so on. More ironically, not a few community empowerment programs are used as fields of manipulation and corruption.

According to Bunch (1991) the problem of agricultural development in developing countries is not solely due to the unpreparedness of farmers to accept innovation, but caused by the inability of agricultural development program planners to adapt these programs to the conditions of farmers who are "clients" of these programs. This condition, according to Dorward & Kydd (2004), is a picture of low level of equilibrium traps that cause poverty in many rural areas in developing countries.

Diamond (2005) in his analysis of learning failures of various nations, states that the failure is due to the weakness of decision makers understanding the existence of complex social conditions (complex societies) with these characteristics: centralized decisions, high information flow, high coordination, instruction by formal authorities, and centralization of resources. The existence of complex societies, according to Diamond (2005), almost always ends in failure. Therefore, several contemporary studies of powerlessness such as Mc. Arthur and Sachs (2001) and Sachs et al.
(2002) emphasize the importance of geographical approaches in empowerment programs. According to them, the geographical position is crucial to the development of a society's progress or setbacks. Studies in several other regions also show the importance of geographical factors in mapping poverty problems.

Based on above discussions, the purpose of this study is: firstly, to identify the level of empowerment of dry-land farmers and, secondly, to develop a strategy model for empowering dry-land farmers by using Wonogiri Region, Central Java Province, Indonesia as the research area. The selection of this region as research area due to it is a real picture of the condition of the dry-land region where the economic structure is very dependent on the agricultural sector, especially the food crops sub-sector. Dry-land food crops are the base sector in almost districts in this region where various dry-land crop commodities such as cassava and maize become regional superior commodities. However, at the level of on farming still faced with low productivity (harvest frequency, varieties), farmers are still reluctant to take care of the plants optimally, post-harvest technology has not been developed, and high water levels are still found in crop yields; all of which are a reflection of the powerlessness of farmers. Moreover, in term of the per capita Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP), this region is the lowest compared to the per capita GRDP in the area of former residency of Surakarta. Likewise, the percentage of poverty rates in this region is relatively high, higher than the percentage at the provincial level (Badan Pusat Statistik Provinsi Jawa Tengah, 2014).

LITERATURE REVIEW
The Concept of Empowerment
The essence of the empowerment concept according to Page and Czuba (1999) is power, namely the power to change. Based on this context, empowerment has the same meaning with dynamism or dynamics, which generic meaning means movement or strength, ability, power, reason or ways to overcome something, or achieve goals. A society where most of its members are physically and mentally healthy and educated and strong and innovative, of course has high empowerment. However, in addition to the physical values above, there are also intrinsic values in society which are also a source of empowerment, such as family values, mutual cooperation, struggle, and diversity. Community empowerment is the elements that enable a community to survive, and in a dynamic sense develop themselves and achieve progress. This community empowerment is the source of what is called political insight at the national level as national resilience.

Adimihardja in Setiawan (2008) defines the empowerment of farmers as a power to make decisions and determine actions to be taken related to the farmers themselves, including reducing the effects of personal and social barriers in taking action. Short-term empowerment is usually realized because of stimuli, for example farm credit/kredit usaha tani (KUT) funding assistance, efforts to improve economic position, and so on. Long-term empowerment is an empowerment in the form of the will, ability, and readiness of the community to be independent in developing, fulfilling, and solving the problems they face. Meanwhile, Tanzinha (2011) used four indicators of the level of empowerment of farmers, namely the ability to plan, implement, evaluate, and overcome farming problems.

Susilowati, et al. (2004) and Susilowati and Kirana (2008) in their research on developing a model of coastal community empowerment, looking at community empowerment from economic and non-economic aspects. Economic aspects include business access, market information access, and technology access, meanwhile, non-economic aspects include access to lobbying, business decisions, breaking boundaries, and the role of...
stakeholders. This concept was referred to several previous studies such as Sudantoko (2010) in his research of the small scale batik industry in Central Java, Anisah (2007) in her research on fish processors in Tegal City; and Widayati (2008) in her research on the management of fish auction sites in the Pantura area of Central Java.

Conceptually, the empowerment approach cannot be separated from the paradigm of social development that shifted the development approach in the 1960s, which was driven more by the myth of growth. The concept of empowerment emerges with two major premises: failure and hope (Friedmann, 1992). The failure in question is the failure of economic development models in tackling the problem of poverty and the environment that is sustainable. While expectations, show the existence of development alternatives that incorporate democratic values, gender equality, and economic growth adequately. These failures and hopes are not a measure of social science, but rather a reflection of normative and moral values that are very real at the individual and community level. Thus, community empowerment is essentially a collective value of individual empowerment.

Empowerment is not an instant process. There needs to be a stage where each stage occurs the process of development towards improvement. As a process, empowerment has 5 stages, namely: (1). information dissemination; (2) consulting; (3). idea gathering/sharing; (4). delegating; and (5) empowerment (Jhonson and Redmon, 1998; in Susilowati et al., 2004).

The Concept of Powerlessness

The concept of powerlessness is those who are weak and do not have the power, strength or ability to access productive resources or people who are marginalized in development (Sumodiningrat, 2000). Powerlessness and poverty are two conditions that are very closely interrelated and influence each other. Sumodiningrat (2005) states that poor people are generally characterized by several things as follows, firstly the powerlessness or inability to meet basic needs such as food and nutrition, clothing, shelter, education and health (basic need deprivation). Second, powerlessness and inability to carry out productive business activities (unproductiveness). Third, the inability to reach social and economic resources (inaccecity). Fourth, powerlessness and inability to determine their own destiny and always receive discriminatory treatment, have feelings of fear and suspicion, and apathy. Fifth, free yourself from the mentality and culture of the poor and always feel to have dignity and low self-esteem (no freedom for poor).

Internal factors that cause people to be helpless include economic incapacity (poverty), feelings of inferiority and helplessness, not being aware that they are poor, dependent habits, and limited knowledge and skills. While external factors include limited information, access to resources, injustice, and the existence of power that does not favor the poor. All that makes them have no bargaining position (Midgley, 1986). Even though poverty alleviation efforts have been made and have succeeded in reducing poverty, the quality of life of the poor is still low. They are still enveloped by various conditions that are interrelated to one another, such as weak exchange yields in production, low productivity, low quality human resources, low access to development outcomes, lack of capital, weak bargaining position, and weak organization.

Empowerment Strategies

According to Reksohadiprodjo, et.al (1992) there are three definitions of strategy. First, strategy is a plan that unites, puts together all parts of the company. Second, the strategy is a comprehensive
plan, covering all major aspects of the company. Third, strategy is an integrated plan, combining one plan with another. Moreover, Mintzberg (1995) defined strategy into five meanings namely plan, ploy, pattern, position, and perspective. He argued that in addition to being a guide for action towards the future, strategy is also a pattern of steps taken in the past. Besides strategy is a tool to create a position in the context of its environment (strategy is positioning), and to obtain and maintain that position, companies need fundamental collective behavior in doing everything (strategy is perspective). Porter (2014) states that strategy is the most important tool to achieve competitive advantage.

Based on several definitions of the strategy above, it can be concluded that the strategy is a plan or way to anticipate through the integration of activities in order to have competitiveness as an effort to achieve the desired goals. Within the scope of farmer empowerment, a strategy can be interpreted as a unified plan of farmer community activities by empowering existing facilities, in order to compete with the parties associated with it. Empowerment strategies are needed because there are outsiders who tend to dominate or dominate farmers, or because the environment does not always offer opportunities but also threats.

The strategy carried out by the government is actualized into the program to increase farmers’ output and income, while the input is dry land. The process of solving is done by the method of dialogue, discovery and development. Furthermore, the model of farmer empowerment is carried out through a process of counseling, training and piloting (fostered business). Success indicators of empowerment can be measured through the empowerment of dryland farmers.

RESEARCH METHODS
The study was conducted on food crop farming in the dry land in Wonogiri Regency in March-July 2015. The selection of the research area was based on the consideration that the Wonogiri Regency is one of the districts that has a relatively large area of dry-land. Central Java BPS data 2012 shows that the percentage of dry-land in Wonogiri region is more than 80%. Likewise, dry-land farming is spread in all sub-districts in the district (Badan Pusat Statistik Jawa Tengah, 2016).

The population for this research is directed at the dominant dry-land farming in Central Java, in Wonogiri Region. The population size is 604,632 farmers spread in 25 districts. The sample of dry-land farmers was taken by the quota multistage sampling method (Susilowati et al., 2004) of 150 respondents of dry-land farmers in three selected districts in Wonogiri Region. Quota sampling technique is a sampling method based on a certain quota. This sampling technique was chosen because the sample population in the three selected districts has the same characteristics as the macro, namely Wonogiri Region where the land is mostly used as upland agriculture (soybeans, corn, cassava, beans, tubers, and upland rice).

The level of empowerment of farming is seen from access to economic and non-economic forces. Access to economic power can be seen from access to credit, market access, and technology access. Therefore: high level of empowerment, if ≥50% of respondents have the ability to access credit for their business activities. Market access is measured by the ability of respondents to buy inputs and sell output in the market. The level of empowerment is high, if ≥50% of respondents have the ability to buy inputs and sell output in the market. Technology access is measured by the respondent’s ability to access technology by making changes to the improvement of technology. High level of empowerment, if ≥ 50% of respondents have the ability to access technology by making changes to technological improvements.
Access to non-economic forces is seen from political and stakeholder access. Political access is measured by the ability of respondents to lobby and present themselves or their groups. The level of empowerment is high if the respondent has the ability of \( \geq 50\% \) in lobbying with decision makers related to his farm. Stakeholder access is measured by the intensity of the respondent's relationship with the stakeholder. The level of empowerment is high if \( \geq 50\% \) of respondents have an intensive relationship with stakeholders (Susilowati et al., 2004; 2005).

The empowerment strategy is carried out through several stages, namely Focus Group Discussion (FGD), in-depth interviews with keypersons, and conducting Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP). The FGD technique is in the form of discussions with focus groups, namely key informants to discuss specific issues in more depth. Participants in the FGD were academics, government, farmers, suppliers of production facilities, distributors of dry-land farming products, and related NGOs. The aim is to obtain opinions and suggestions in the process of designing a model for empowering dry-land farming.

FGD results and in-depth interviews with keypersons determine various aspects related to the development of dry-land farming. Besides that, it can also know the priorities needed for the development of dry-land farming. To identify and determine priorities in complex decision-making researchers use the Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique (Saaty, 1993).

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

**Overview of Research Areas**

Wonogiri Regency with an area of 182,236.02 hectares or 5.59% of the area of Central Java Province is geographically located between 70°32' and 80°15' South Latitude and between 110°41' and 111°18' East Longitude (BT). The natural condition consists mostly of limestone rocky-mountains, especially in the southern part, including the thousand mountains range which is the Bengawan Solo spring. Wonogiri Tropical temperate, has 2 rainy and dry seasons with an average temperature of 24°C-37°C.

Topographical conditions where most of the land is hilly in the form of limestone mountains, uneven with an
average slope of 300, the height of the land varies considerably between sub-districts, ranging from 106 meters to more than 600 meters above sea level with very diverse soil types, namely lithosols, regosol and grumusol and their associations, and are derived from a variety of parent materials including sedimentary or volcanic rocks, so that this greatly affects the condition of existing natural resources as well as influencing the potential of artificial resources which are potential superior regions.

**Level of Empowerment of Dry Land Farmers**

**Access to Credit**

The level of empowerment of dry-land farmers in the study area was measured by several accesses, i.e., credit, market access, technology. Each access has a different measurement indicator. Table 3 shows that of the 150 respondents who claimed to have received credit only 46 farmers (22.67%) from formal and informal financial institutions whereas those who have never received credit are far greater, namely 116 (77.33%). There are various reasons why farmers cannot access credit. Some of them are afraid because they will not be able to return it, have no information about credit, do not meet the requirements requested, and far from the farmers location.

**Market access**

The transition from subsistence to commercial farming is often referred to as agricultural commercialization. The implications of agricultural commercialization can be seen from the market institutionalization which is very important for the sustainability of farming and food security, nutrition, related industries, and farmers’ income. Market is required when farmers act as managers of farming to buy inputs and sell outputs, as well as, when farmers act as consumers. They spend their income to buy goods and services needed for their households in the market. The market provides the structure and process of determining what is produced and consumed. Barriers to market access is disturbing the standard of living of farmers. In the study area most of the respondent of farmers did not have market access as showed in Table 1 where more than 75% of farmers do not have market access. They sell their products or buy more production facilities based on their proximity to collectors.

**Table 1. Empowerment of Respondents of Dryland Farmers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Empowerment</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Credit access</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>77.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Market access</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>21.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>78.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Technology access</td>
<td>Modern</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>26.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>74.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lobbying access</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>75.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Stakeholders’ access</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>42.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>58.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Access to Technology

Access to technology in this research is related to the production process, specifically the production techniques used by respondents. Table 1 at shows that the majority of respondents (74%) use traditional production techniques. This is in-line with the Ford Foundation (in Setiawan, 2008) which states that the adoption of advanced technology is not optimal by dry-land farmers and the limited availability of capital and infrastructure that is not as good as in the paddy fields. Moreover, Setiawan (2008) states that during the last three decades, corn production only grows around 3.9%. Even though domestic needs grew by 4.6%, the slow growth of corn production is caused by the suboptimal cultivation technology. The corn culture technology is not optimal due to the low motivation of farmers.

Strategy for Empowering Dry-land Farmers

The aim of empowering dry-land farmers is to enable and empower them from being helpless to being empowered. In general, the powerlessness of farmers is caused by two main factors that interrelate with each other, namely internal factors and external factors. Internal factors related to problems and constraints originating from within the individual, such as low motivation, lack of capital, incompetence, weak mastery of management and technology aspects, unfavorable choices, all of which are weak capacities of individual farmers. While external factors come from the environment that does not conducive hamper farmers in accessing and obtaining productive assets such as capital, land, and means of employment, education, housing, health services, security, politics, and so on.

Based on this logic, the strategy of empowering dry-land farmers applied must touch the problems faced by dry-land farmers, both internally and externally. Therefore, the strategy needs to be developed with relevant stakeholders, who directly or indirectly have an interest in the sustainability of the dry-land farmer's business. The government has an interest in making land use regulations, including promoting the welfare of farmers; the private sector has an interest in supplying and buying farmers' products; NGOs have an interest in providing advocacy; the farmer community has an interest in maintaining shared values, and academics have an interest in research, technology development, and education of the farming community.

Through FGD results, in-depth interviews with 20 relevant stakeholder keypersons in their fields, the strategy of empowering dry-land farmers can be formulated into four areas namely access to productive assets and markets, access to politics, promoting shared values, and increasing individual capacity. Furthermore, after being calculated through the AHP program with the Expert Choice 2000 software, the result can be seen in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production aspect</th>
<th>Processing aspect</th>
<th>Individual capacity building</th>
<th>Marketing aspect</th>
<th>Inconsistency=.007 with 0 missing judgments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.393</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>.243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.114</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Development Criteria for Dryland Farmers
Figure 2 at shows the main priorities for the strategy of empowering dry-land farmers in Wonogiri Region are the aspects of production, processing, increasing production capacity, and marketing aspects. The overall inconsistency ratio value is 0.007 <0.1 (maximum limit) which means the results of the analysis can be accepted.

The results of the overall analysis show that the priority scale of criteria and alternative management of dry-land agriculture with AHP can be seen in Figure 3. The overall inconsistency ratio value is 0.08 <0.1 (maximum limit) which means the results of the analysis can be accepted. Based on this picture it can be seen that the three priorities in the development of dryland agriculture, namely: a) Capital Procurement (weight 0.183), b) Procurement of Production Facilities (weight 0.117), c) Investment assistance (0.113), d) Partnership (0.119), and e) Improving Agroecosystems (0.100).

Empowerment Strategy for Dry Land Farmers Based on the Production Aspect

AHP analysis results show that production aspects are the main priority in empowering dry-land farmers, capital networks and production facilities are program priorities in the effort to empower dry-land farmers in accessing productive resources, each with a weighting value of 0.187 and 0.117. Moreover, the access to production technology has a relatively small weight of 0.016. As an effort to develop the capital network, there are various alternatives that can be done by the government and stakeholders related to capital network implementation. Firstly, develop farmers' awareness to mobilize finances on the basis of their own abilities. At the time of harvest, farmers have excess cash supply and during the planting and maintenance season, cash supply is shrinking. Thus, farmers need to manage finances appropriately. As an alternative the need for awareness for farmers to save money in financial institutions available in the village, such as savings and credit cooperatives, KUD, BRI Village Unit, and so on. The financial institution itself needs to pay close attention to when the harvest occurs. Secondly, financial institutions operating in the village both formal and informal financial institutions are strived to coordinate on the basis of a spirit of mutualism, or mutual benefit. Thirdly, the need to develop banking that focuses on agriculture, including dry-land agriculture in particular. This opportunity can be utilized by the Village Credit Board (Badan Kredit Desa/BKD), the Rural Credit Fund Institute (LDKP), Grameen Bank, etc.

The strategy of procuring means of production is intended to enable dry-land farmers to be able to purchase the required inputs. Farmers are often weak in accessing cheap and quality inputs, and weak in market information. The intended inputs are seeds, fertilizers, and pesticides. Crucial problems faced by farmers include the unavailability of short-lived varieties of varieties, so that dry land productivity is still low and high water levels are still found in the yields. Input prices are more determined by the seller. Various strategies that can be implemented include strengthening farmer associations such as farmer groups, farmer cooperative associations, and other groups, so that farmers have a high bargaining position.

A strategy for improving dry-land ecosystems is needed, because in many cases, many farmers carry out activities that damage the preservation of land, such as burning of exhausted rice straw, slash and burn systems for land clearing, excessive use of pesticides, unbalanced fertilization, cutting down forest wood for buildings and materials burn wildly and so on. On the other hand, dry-land is sensitive to erosion, is sloped, reacts acidically, and is nutrient poor. Therefore, to achieve sustainable farming, farmers must implement land conservation, namely the
maintenance of dry-land including planting plants or patio reinforcement grass, crop rotation, maintenance of terraces or cans, making drainage channels, and using manure.

Production technology can be seen as a long-term strategy. The challenges facing dry-land farmers are even greater. Technology is increasingly important when there is a rapid and uncertain change in prices and climate, so farmers often find it difficult to anticipate it. In some regions in Indonesia the symptoms of climate change are starting to be felt, including the dry season which lasts from year to year is getting longer, and the rainy season with a higher intensity, but the time is shorter and shifts from the usual time (Naylor et al, 2002). On the other hand, the challenges of the environment and the new economy, innovation systems are determined more by consumers (demand side) than producers (supply side); so that demands for food that is nutritious, nutritious, protein and environmentally friendly are even stronger. In such a situation, the production technology needed must be more productive, feasible, sustainable, and a strong agricultural system. The strategy needed is: firstly, take collective action to access shared information and exchange experiences. Collectively, through farmer groups, they can utilize information technology such as computers, e-mail, and the internet, which can help farmers become sustainable entrepreneurs, manage efficiently and offer more diverse services to their members. Secondly, stakeholder platforms, which are mechanisms jointly between public organizations and the private sector as well as other actors to develop trust and communication. The network in question includes various associations such as HKTI and various associations of farmers, cooperatives, traders, exporters; and others. This multi-stakeholder network can be utilized by dry-land farmers in accessing modern technology, while at the same time fighting for their interests so that their aspiration is included in the formulation of government policies.

| Access of capital | .183 |
| Procurement of Production Facilities | .117 |
| Investment Assistance | .113 |
| Partnership | .110 |
| Improving Dry Land Agroecosystems | .100 |
| Knowledge Enhancement | .095 |
| Skill Enhancement | .093 |
| Attitude Improvement | .073 |
| Processing Technology | .053 |
| Post Harvest Technology | .033 |
| Production Technology | .016 |
| Cooperative Development | .014 |
| Inconsistency=.08 with 0 missing judgments |

**Figure 3.** Priority Criteria and Alternative Development of Dry Land Farmers
Strategy for Empowerment of Dry-land Farmers Based on Processing Aspects

The processing aspect is a postharvest activity as an integral part of agribusiness development which starts from the aspect of raw material production to the marketing of the final product. The role of processing becomes very important because it is an activity of creating added value of agricultural products. Compared to fresh products, processed products can provide relatively large added values, thus increasing farmers’ income. Processed products can be used as a home industry that involves housewives from farmers.

The industrial processing strategy is intended to increase the ability of farmers to process their crops into industrial materials, as an effort to increase income. For example corn is processed into corn flour and corn starch; cassava is processed into cassava flour, cassava and cassava; and upland rice processed into rice flour. Food processing is an effort to improve the ability of farmers to process their crops into processed foods. For example, corn is processed into marning, long chips, butter-sweet, sweet corn, and so on; cassava is processed into tiwul, crackers, chips, and so on; rice is processed into fried rice, apem cakes, and so on. In general, the development of processing businesses in Wonogiri Region faces obstacles mainly due to the limited facilities and infrastructure for agro-industry development, food processing technology, human resource skills, and business capital. Implementation of the strategy in the short term is to provide investment assistance such as processing equipment for home industries through farmer groups; revitalizing tools, i.e. replacing damaged equipment so that it can function again or facilitate the grinding unit.

In the long run, improvements to post-harvest technology and processing technology will be necessary. This activity can be implemented through research activities, especially in the context of technological innovation and improving the quality of processed products; the formation and training of food and nutrition cadres, especially for housewives; and training on food processing and business development in the processing industry, especially for women in rural areas to process local food, using appropriate technology.

Strategy for Empowerment of Dry Land Farmers Based on Aspects Marketing

Empowerment strategy through marketing is very necessary for farmers, because often they face various problems. Firstly, the production is seasonal and simultaneous, so when the harvest is very abundant, the price is low. Secondly, the location of farm businesses that are scattered so difficult for the process of gathering production. This condition makes it difficult for collecting traders in terms of collection and transportation, so that it will increase marketing costs. This fee will be charged to farmers by suppressing farmers’ products. Thirdly, the nature of agricultural products that are easily damaged, heavy and requires a lot of space, so agricultural products must be quickly sold or processed, for family needs. Likewise, in purchasing the required inputs, farmers are often weak in accessing cheap and quality inputs, and weak in market information. The strategies that can be implemented are through developing partnership patterns between farmers and output marketers and input providers. So far, the pattern of partnership between farmers in Wonogiri is still limited. Sampoerna Agro partnerships with cassava farmers in land management and marketing of cassava, but the area is still limited, so it has not affected supply, demand, and prices in the market.

In the long run, cooperatives are needed to be developed as a people’s economic movement, which is a place for
the people’s economic activities around them. In this case the cooperative can develop commodity marketing activities of its members. Theoretically when there is a market failure, the role of cooperatives is needed by its members in the procurement of production facilities and marketing the products which is produced by their members. Some actions that can be taken are, firstly, cooperative management training for management and managers, related to management, seeking business opportunities, developing promotions, and so on. Secondly, creatively cooperating with various companies in the fields of procurement, processing and marketing; so that cooperatives can play a role from upstream to downstream in the member commodity agribusiness system.

**Strategy for Empowerment of Dry-land Farmers Based on Individual Capacity Building**

The capacity of a farmer can be interpreted as the abilities inherent in his personality, which manages agricultural resources to be able to set farm goals precisely and achieve the goals set in the right way. Naturally every farmer has an inherent capacity. The capacity of human beings will determine the actions taken. Actions have an understanding of something done or an action. Each farmer can differ from one another the level of capacity and action in managing his farm. There are various views in seeing the capacity of farmers, there are those who see the ability to take advantage of opportunities, overcome problems and maintain the sustainability of farming. In this study, farmers’ capacity is seen from their skills, knowledge, and attitudes, so that efforts to empower farmers’ capacity are focused on those aspects. AHP analysis results show improved attitude, increased knowledge, and skill weight is relatively low; implies that this strategy is more long-term oriented.

Attitude is a mindset of someone who can be actualized into the dynamics of his life. For most farmers in Java, including dry-land farmers in the study area, in general have a willing (rilā, narima) and patient attitude. If this concept is interpreted as an attitude of absolute surrender to everything that will happen, without being accompanied by efforts to change existing conditions, then they are difficult to accept new ideas. They tend not to express their thoughts and views, are apathetic, are unwilling to express their opinions and ideas. Strategies for this kind of improvement need a relatively long time and patience for agents of change in the field, such as agricultural extension to motivate farmers to develop, participate in various extension activities, and understand that farming is a noble and very profitable job in order to improve family welfare. For this reason, the number of agricultural extension workers in Wonogiri Region needs to be increased where the current conditions show that not every village has agricultural extension workers.

The capacity of farmers to manage their farms is part of local knowledge. This knowledge developed through word of mouth oral traditions over generation, from one farmer to another, and from his own experience during farming. His experience in dealing with the successes and failures of crops, pest attacks, changing seasons, and so on enriched the knowledge of the farmers concerned. Farmers can also get farming knowledge from visual and print media, extension workers, or from the various training that is followed. The variety of knowledge possessed greatly determines the success of farmers in managing their farming. However, most farmers do not learn from various sources of knowledge, so the success of farming is relatively low. For this strategy to increase knowledge capacity, including increasing the relationship between farmers and agricultural extension workers, increasing the number of agricultural extension workers in the study area, and various good farming practices.
With regard to farming skills related to farming, during this time farmers use traditional technology which are used for generations. Land management, seed preparation, how to plant, weeding, how to fertilize, and how to harvest, are still traditional. Likewise, post-harvest technology, such as sorting, grading, and packing, is not yet widespread by farmers. For this strategy to increase knowledge capacity, including incentivizing the relationship between farmers and agricultural extension workers, increasing the number of agricultural extension workers in the study area, adding facilities that support extension services, and various good farming practices.

Based on the explanation above, in the empowerment of dry-land farmers which includes aspects of production, processing, marketing, and individual capacity of farmers; active roles from various parties are needed. In a situation of helplessness, it is impossible for farmers to be left alone to rise up to become empowered. For this priority empowerment is based on critical short and long term.

CONCLUSIONS

The level of empowerment of farmers in the study area (i.e., Wonogiri Region, Central Java Province, Indonesia) is still low, as indicated by access to economic strength (credit, market information, technology) and non-economy (lobbying, business decisions, and stakeholder roles), each of which is less than 50%. It implies the need for a strategy to improve and develop dry-land farmers. Based on the results of the FGD, in-depth interviews with Keypersons and AHP found that dry land farming needs to be developed. Empowerment can be done by considering several aspects, i.e., firstly, aspect of production is to facilitate the procurement of production facilities, procurement of capital, production technology assistance, and improvement of dry-land agro-ecosystems. Secondly, processing aspects by providing investment assistance, post-harvest handling technology application training, and processing technology. Thirdly, marketing aspects by developing partnerships and developing cooperatives. Fourthly, aspects of increasing individual capacity through improving attitudes, increasing knowledge, and improving farmers’ skills.

The results of this study provide new insights in seeing dry-land farmers which is seen from the level of empowerment. Although dry-land farmers produce superior commodities, various indicators of economic and non-economic empowerment indicate that their level of empowerment is still low. Therefore, it needs an empowerment strategy so that they become empowered and as a result their income can be increased. The strategy of empowering dry-land farmers applied must be a holistic paradigm, namely empowering a whole and integrated with attention to spatial aspects, namely touching the problems faced by dry-land farmers both on the internal and external sides. For this, the strategy needs to be developed with relevant stakeholders who directly or indirectly have an interest in the sustainability of the dry-land farmer business. The government has an interest in making land use regulations including promoting the welfare of farmers; the private sector has an interest in supplying and buying farmers' products; NGOs have an interest in providing advocacy; the farming community has an interest in maintaining shared values, and academics have an interest in research, technology development, and education.

The strategy to develop and increase the empowerment of dry-land farmers needs to be based on four aspects, namely the aspects of production, processing, marketing, and increasing individual capacity. The strategy is actualized into various activities. Firstly, in the aspect of production, access to capital and production facilities is needed by dry-land farmers. Moreover, strategies for improving dry-land ecosystems and
developing production technology are very relevant to be applied. Secondly, strategies based on aspects of processing. Processed products can be used as a home industry that involves housewives from farmers. Thirdly, empowerment strategies through marketing. This strategy is very necessary for farmers, because often they face various problems related to the sale of outputs and the purchase of inputs. The strategies that can be implemented include developing a partnership pattern between farmers and output marketers and input providers. Fourthly, the strategy of empowering dry-land farmers based on increasing individual capacity. The steps taken are through efforts to improve farmers 'attitudes, increase farmers' knowledge and skills. The implementation of the strategy is based on short-term and long-term priorities.

Lastly, this study has limitation where it was conducted on dry-land farmers in Wonogiri Regency, so that generalizations cannot be made in other farms. However, in a context that is not much different, such as dry-land farmers based on crops, this study contributes an important reference. Moreover, various strategies in this study have not yet been tested through applications to dry-land farmers. Therefore, the next studies could test the formulation of this strategy to palawija-based dry-land farmers. Likewise, the dynamics of dry-land farmers are very broad with various perspectives such as the agribusiness system, the agribusiness subsystem, patterns of income and expenditure, social capital, and institutions. In subsequent studies a deeper study can be carried out by incorporating these dynamics.
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